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Be sure to order by June 30, 2008 to guarantee prices.

EDITION
California Trial Objections, 2008

Continuing Education of the Bar
300 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 410
Oakland, CA 94612-2047

2280Z/mails 06/10/08/cf/rt/yk

CEB

TRIAL PRACTICE AND EVIDENCE

Don’t go to trial
without CEB

See inside for other CEB Trial
Practice and Evidence books.

Be sure to order by June 30, 2008 to guarantee prices.

1-800-232-3444 • ceb.com

T RIAL O BJECTIONS
EDITION

California Trial Objections, 2008

Print: $139, CP32551, approx. 825 pages, softcover, 2008
OnLAW : $109, CP94550
Each additional user: $15, CP94550(70)
With print purchase: $89, CP94550(40)
®

Available late
June 2008!
This is an annual
publication

Stephen G. Blitch, Jayne E. Fleming,
and Marshall C. Wallace have revised
this deﬁnitive work on trial objections by
the late renowned trial lawyer Edwin A.
Heafey, Jr. Use this resource to prepare
for trial; take and oppose depositions;
deal with administrative or other
evidentiary hearings; and even handle
summary judgment motions.

THE 2008 EDITION INCLUDES:
• Discussion of recent Crawford developments including Danforth v Minnesota
(US S Ct) and People v Cage (Cal S Ct)
• Coverage of the California Supreme Court’s decision in Rico v Mitsubishi
Motors Corp. on receipt of privileged documents through inadvertence

FEATURES:
• References to CALCRIM Jury Instructions
• Concise descriptions of objections and privileges, with legal
underpinnings explained
• Valuable advice about motions in limine, voir dire, direct examination,
confidentiality, and privileges
• Suggested language for framing the objection or claim of privilege
• Alternatives to objections
• Practice tips and strategic advice
• A laminated Checklist of Objections for your trial notebook

OnLAW

®

CEB Content Online
gives you online access to more than 100 of CEB’s California
practice guides. You can search the full text of CEB’s publications to ﬁnd
expert step-by-step guidance, legal analysis, and forms. It’s easy to use,
aﬀordable, and available anytime and anywhere you have Web access.
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T RIAL P RACTICE

California Trial Practice: Civil Procedure
During Trial, 3d Ed.

Print: $348, CP32190, 1750 pages, 3 loose leaf volumes, updated 4/08
OnLAW : $318, CP94190
Each additional user: $15, CP94190(70) With print purchase: $89, CP94190(40)
®

Manage a trial in the most eﬀective way for your client whether you
are representing the plaintiﬀ or the defendant. This book describes
the legal rules governing procedure during trial and provides guidance
about performing within the framework of these rules. This crucial
resource is packed with invaluable suggestions for every step of trial
and will aid in the construction of a tight, well-orchestrated presentation.
Includes the latest in trial preparation and strategy as well as the most
recent case and statutory developments.

Persuasive Opening Statements and Closing Arguments
Print: $112, CP39650, 343 pages, small format, hardcover, updated 10/03

Joseph W. Cotchett and Frank Rothman show you how to plan,
develop, and present winning opening statements and closing
arguments. The text includes actual remarks from nationally famous
trial lawyers as well as the authors’ own presentations. General rules
to follow are laid out and illustrated, strategies are recommended,
and components of statements that make or break a case are
analyzed. Actual sample transcripts are included.

Effective Direct and Cross-Examination

Print: $139, CP32330, 375 pages, small format hardcover, updated 11/04
OnLAW : $109, CP94330
Each additional user: $15, CP94330(70) With print purchase: $89, CP94330(40)
®

This fundamental guide for trial lawyers can be read in its entirety,
perused as a source of trial ideas, or used as a refresher for advocacy
skills. Authors John W. Keker and the late William A. Brockett discuss
all aspects of direct and cross-examinations, while integrating strategy,
evidentiary issues, and ethics. Includes sample questions and answers,
practice tips, and checklists for trial preparation and organization. The
small format makes the book highly portable.

Be sure to order books from this brochure by June 30, 2008.
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EVIDENCE

Trial Attorney’s Evidence Code Notebook, 2008

Print: $120, CP31092, 782 pages, softcover, 2008

Make fast, eﬀective decisions on what evidence to present
and how to present it during trial. This annotated Evidence
Code allows quick access to each Code section in an easy-toread format. The softbound volume, with black thumb tabs
printed on the margins and bold topic headings for case
annotations, is easy to carry to court. Annotations printed
below most Code sections include reprints of Law Revision
Commission and Legislative Commission Comments, crossreferences to other relevant Code sections, citations to
illustrative cases, and handy cross-references to Jeﬀerson’s
California Evidence Benchbook and other CEB practice
titles. Incorporates the legislation that became operative
January 1, 2008 and includes the most recent case annotations.

Jefferson’s California Evidence Benchbook, 3d Ed.

Print: $297, CP32630, 1650 pages, 2 looseleaf volume, updated 3/08
OnLAW : $267, CP94630
Each additional user: $15, CP94630(70)
With print purchase: $89, CP94630(40)
®

One of the most widely quoted legal texts of the last 25 years.
Authored by the late California Appellate Justice Bernard
S. Jeﬀerson (1910-2002) and, in recent years, expanded by
an editorial board comprised of 14 of the state’s top lawyers,
judges, and law professors, this book established the standards
of clarity and precision in the interpretation of evidence issues
in California today. This guide to the best way to research
evidence issues before going to a hearing, deposition, or
trial has been cited in more than 260 published appellate
opinions. It has answered not only the question, “What is the
law?” but also the query, “Why is this the law?” for generations
of attorneys.
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EVIDENCE

Effective Introduction of Evidence in California, 2d Ed.

Print: $195, CP33230, 670 pages, looseleaf, updated 3/08
OnLAW : $165, CP94230
Each additional user: $15, CP94230(70)
With print purchase: $89, CP94230(40)
®

An unsurpassed instruction tool for the attorney just venturing
into the courtroom as well as a source of succinct reminders for
the experienced trial lawyer. Use this title to plan for examining
witnesses and responding to opposing counsel’s objections.
Includes:
How to Ask Questions • Securing Witnesses and Evidence
• Witness Preparation • How to Combat Objections • Preliminary
Fact Hearings • Order of Proof and of Witness Examination
• Authentication • Credibility • Judicial Notice • Stipulations—and more.

California Expert Witness Guide, 2d Ed.

Print: $175, CP31680, 550 pages, loose-leaf, updated 2/08
OnLAW : $145, CP94680
Each additional user: $15, CP94680(70)
With print purchase: $89, CP94680(40)
®

This concise, authoritative book illuminates the practical,
legal, and theoretical aspects of selecting, using, and
opposing experts in litigation as well as providing practical
suggestions for eﬀectively discovering, deposing, and
cross-examining opposition experts. Covers both state
and federal law, with rules of evidence and deadlines,
and includes a directory of resources for locating an
expert witness.

Don’t go to trial without CEB!
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